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Product description:  

EMILIANA SERBATOI CARRYTANK 330 FOR DIESEL TRANSPORT WITH TRANSFER
GROUP 

CARRYTANK 330 are tanks made in linear polythylene designed for Diesel fuel transport; it is
equipped with the following fittings: lockable lid, filling plug, with integrated air vent device, level
indicator, in-line filter, fuel transfer unit, automatic fuel nozzle, built-in forklift pockets (full tank),
handles for lifting and carrying (empty tank) and integrated recesses for securing with ratchet
lashing straps during transport.
All the fittings are made of aluminum or materials compatible with Diesel fuel. 

A transport version of AdBlue®/Urea is also available; see AdBlue®/Urea section for information.
Carrytank 330 is also available in the version for transporting Gasoline with Atex certified pump
and automatic Atex or manual gun.

MAIN FEATURES of the CARRYTANK 330 :
Average tank thickness: 6.5 mm.
2" aluminium loading cap with integrated safety valve.
Level indicator.
Suction filter

Standard configuration model Z1:
- Pump Mod. DEVIL40 12 or 24 Volt with flow rate 40 lt/min.
- 4 mt of flexible hose.
- Automatic gun.
- 4 mt of electric cable and pliers for battery connection.
- Optional: digital litre-counter M 24.
- Optional: water separation filter.

Configuration model Z2:
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- Pump Mod. DPUMP 12 or 24 Volt with flow rate 70 lt/min.
- 4 mt of flexible hose.
- Automatic gun.
- 4 mt of electric cable and pliers. for the connection to the battery.
- Optional: digital litre-counter M 24.
- Optional: water separation filter.

Configuration model 230V:
- Pump Mod. DEVIL55 230 Volt with flow rate 50 lt/min.
- 4 mt of flexible hose.
- Automatic gun.
- 1,80 mt of electric cable for connection to 230 Volt equipped with Schuko plug.
- Optional: digital litre-counter M 24.
- Optional: water separation filter.

CARRYTANK 330 CAPACITY AND DIMENSIONS
- Capacity: 330 L.
- Dimensions: mm 1200x800x650h.
- Weight empty: 32 Kg.
- Empty weight with pump unit 12V: 44 Kg.
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Product features:  

Pump type: Travaso
Fluid type: Diesel
Maximum output capacity (Lt/min): 40
Main body material: Impact-resistant resin
Fuel tank capacity (L): 330
Length (mm): 1200
Width (mm): 800
Height (mm): 650
Dry weight (Kg): 32
Oil fuel transfer pump: 12 Vcc. Self-Priming Electric Pump
Product type: Tank
Weight (Kg): 44
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